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Seniors' Remembrance Gift Will Equip New Classroom
Kick-off Dinner · Held
by Bob otto, News Associate Editor
A donation to equip a room in the new classroom buildln£ will
..~e the Senior Class Remembrance Girt. This declslo11 was announced
Wednesday, Nov. J2, at 1:30 p.m. by ·Mr. James Sassen. The decision
was made by a majority vote of the Class of '59.
}'ather Henry Wirtenberger,
Dean of the undergraduate division, and Mr. G. Milton Wurzelbacher addressed the chairmen
and division leaders of the Senior Class Gift Committee at its
kickoff dinner last Wednesday
evening. In their talks, they
urged the members of· the various sections to contact their
prospects at the earliest possible
date and to make the program
one of one-hundred percent participation.
·
Kurt Bofinger and Steve
Schultz are the co-chairmen for
the gift committee. They are
assisted by seven division leaders,
who, in turn, have five· district
leaders apiece. The division and
district leaders are as follows:
Division one: Don Barnhorst,
division leader; Al Rohs, Dick
Fox, Bill Lippert, Ed Friedrich,
and Joe Marr; district leaders.
Division two:· Charles Bochenstette, division leader: Ken Gilkey, Ed Drexler, John Darpel,
Ron , Lubbe, and Larry Zepf,
district leaders.
Division three: Mike Mullane,
division leader; Bob Board, Norm
Hickey, Jack Rawlings,· arid. Gene
Hille, district leaders.
Division four: Mike Mcconville, division I e ad e r; Jerry
Schoen, Ray McCarty, J i m
Mooney, Jerry Casper, and Jolin
Grosh, district leaders.
Division five: James Foster,
leader; Mike Mestemaker, Dick
. Welsh, John Young, George
Tasch, and Joe Jordan, district
leaders.
Division six: Joseph Gleeson,
division leader; Bill Basbagill,
Tom Madden, Jim Grimmer,
John Griffen, and Pat Frigerio;
district leaders.
Division seven: Jim Madigan,
division charman; Dan Enright,
Tom Hennessy, Jim Borgman,
Joe Langi, and Frank McGee,
district leaders.

Detroit Club
Prepares Active
Holidays

J11niors At St. Joe's To Present
Acts Sundav~ Niaht
Twe11ty·tlvo
------------..by Denny Doherty,
~
News Managing Editor
Clei,eland Born
. Mt. St. Joseph College's junior class will present its 1958
D f,C
• k O'D
l'l
variety show, EnterTRAINment, next Sunday, Nov. 16 and
. onne
M?nday, Nov. 18. The show will be held in the college's
aud1tormm and the donation is $.75. Curtain time will be 8 p.m.
Ra.tes Senior Of Twenty-two acts stud the pro- of the production committees. As
gram which is being directed by a result the show is the product
k
A
d
Baiibara Stouffer, junior class of student work entirely. The
. ee
war
president, and Toni Cianciolo, a Rev. George R()billard, O.P., is

This gathering wilt Include a
dlscW1slon of plans for the Dec. 13
party which will be held In De·
trolt after the Xavier-Detroit basketball game. This party should
be of particular interest to all
students from the Detroit area
beeause FrJday, Dec. 12, will he
the last sehool day prior to
Christmas vacation.
Jim Foster, Detroit Club president, also announces that the
Hotel Sheraton Cadillac has been
chosen as the scene of the Dec. 23
semi-formal dance to be held in
Detroit. Other officers of one of
Xavier's more active groups are
Jim Considine, vice-president;
Jim Delaney, treasurer; and Steve
Balog, secretary.

,
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by E.

s.

Edelmann

· Crew-c~t, blond-haired Dick
O'Donnell, our Senior of &he
. Week, came to Xavier from St.
Ignatius in Cleveland where he
played football and served In
student government.
Here at Xavier he has continued and en- .
larged his caP,la c i t y as a
leader. A member of th"' So·
dality for two
years, a representative to the
di o r m council
O'Donnell
in his freshman
.
_.
and ~ophomore
'years, ·Dick is now .Senior Class
Vice-President. He is ·also President of the Cleveland Club, the
largest of the regional clubs on
. Xavier's campus.
Since Dick serves as a senior
member of Student Council, he
has been hard at work with that
group :this fall planning activities-all of which ties in quite
well with his chairmanship of the
I.A.G. Senior class officership also
carries with it the responsibility
' of selecting the Senior Mark of
Distinction and the Senior Class
Gift. On ·the Mark of Distinction,
Dick says, "It is an institution of
which the student body can be
justifiably proud-and this year
more than ever since the fellows
have shown that this is what
they really wanted. I've seen
samples of the sweater myself
and I think it's a wonderful way
of expressing a feeling of class
solidarity."

Dick remembers Pancake Day
as one of his more amusing and
_rewarding activities. Earlier in
his career here at X, Dick was
a member of the famed BrockAll members of the Detroit man Gophers-just one phase of
Club of Xavier University are his intramural career which now
urged to attend the Nov. 12 meet- includes refereeing•.
ing of that organization. The
meeting will take place in North
Hall at 4:30 p.m.

Mounties Offer 'Entertrainment' /

"Man for man, you can't beat
·the boys at Xavier. My greatest
asset is the friends I've made
here," Dick told me. But college
days will soon be past for the
'59 U.P. and he plans to enter
the sales field for which his Xavier degree in General Business
has well prepared him.

We Offer ()ur
_Sympathy
The staff of the Xavier News
wishes to join the facult1' and
students of Xavier In expreulns
their sympathy to Prof. and Mrs.
Paul Rleselman on the death of
the Rleselmana' Intuit IOD.

~~{_

Left to right: Karlyn Amey, Pat Mahon, Mary Lou Lenhoff,
Mary Sue Rogers, Dani Farnesl, Barbara Kasper, Gladys Haanen,
Barb Ziegler; Center: Joan Wolowicz.
junior speech major. All of the
acts star the students of Mt. St.
Joseph College and, in· keeping

acting as technical adviser.
Through a policy of inter-college co-operation of student
\yi~J1_tlit(t~~m. yar~ety,_each.actis .. pu,plications, ..the ..·Newa is. publi·

w••
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•••••

Left to right: Nancy· Huhn, Lois Lubrecht. Julia O'Keere,
Barbara Stouffer.
In addition to participating in cising the show. Ticket chairthe show from the stage, each ladies are Adele DeLuca and
member of the cast works on one · Mary Lynne Phillips.
All Xavier students are invited.
different.

Placement Meeting Hears
Law, Education, Industry
by Tony Schmitt

Education, social work, law and industrial problems were
the subjects discussed at the placement meeting of Nov. 5 held
in the Fine .Arts Room. Xavier's Dr. McCoy spoke on both
social work and education, Messers. Edward C. Benson and
James W. Fannell counseled on law and Mr. J. Kavey Hayes
talked industrial problems. After
their short talks the gentlemen
were on hand to answer the
questions of interested persons.
The meeting was another fine
example of the effort being made
by Xavier's Guidance and Place·
ment Center for all students.
Those who have made use of its
service realize the value of the
Hinkle Hall office.
Most certainly many members
of the senior class plan to make
use of the counselling and job
·procurement programs before the
end of the year. Mr. James F.

.
.
Martin, placement director, and
Mr. Jesse H. Brown both urge
the~e men to ·begin the~r counselling . as soon . as p~ssible because if all wait u~tll the end
of. the year, the time element
will fo;ce som~ to be left out.
They simply wlll not be able to
ha~dle all applications during a
spring rush.
Most students don't realize that
guidance and placement are two
different organizations doing two
different jobs. While the function
(Continued on Pase 8)

Marcia Miller
Wow!

Accounting Society
Will Hold :First
Haskins A.nd Sells
A.ivard Night
The Xavier University Accounting Society will hold The First
Annual Haskins & Sells Foundation Award Night on Thursday
evening, Nov. 20, at 7:30 p.m. in
the Albert D. Cash Memorial
Room.
The Foundation is a non-profit
organization founded in 1928 by
pa1·tners of the national firm of
Haskins & Sells, Certified Public
Accountants. 'fhe purpose of the
Foundation in establishing its
awards program is to stimulate
higher scholastic achievement
among college students majoring
in Accounting · and to encourage
other promising students to spe·
cialize in this field.
In recognition of the program
of accounting education and cal·
iber of graduates, the trustees of
the Foundation have included
Xavier University in its program
of annual scholarship awards of
$500.00 to students demonstrating
excellence in accounting.
The first annual award will be

presented at this meeting by Mr.
Charles w. Swormstedt, a resident partner of Masklns & Sells,
to a student majoring In accounting who has completed his
junior year. This student has been
selected by the Xavier UnlversltJ
Haskins Ile Sells Scholarship
Awards Committee.
Mr. Colin Park, Ph.D., C.P.A.,
partner of Haskins & Sells, will
be the speaker for the evening.
The subject of his address will
be, "Growing in Accountancy."
This is an important event on
the Accounting Society schedule.
All students and faculty members
are welcome to attend this program.
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XU Neivs. Editorial
LITERATI ARISE
Where are the men of letters of the Xavier Campus? What
. has happened to the men of Xavier who can express themselves
and are ready to do so? We have received some rather disturbing reports from the members of the Athenaeum that,
with but one exception, the only works which have been
entered and accepted, are those pieces of writing which have
been done by members of the st&ft of the Athenaeum.
Since members oi 'the Athenaeum Staff are not eligible
to win the Athenaeum Prize Key, only one·literary work will
thus far be in contention. Any student of Xavier University
is eligible to enter this contest. There are over 1600 students
enrolled in this university. Where are the rest of us?
There are, no doubt, many people here who say, "I would
like to have my opinions heard." Remember, to submit an
entry, you need only contact a member of the Athenaeum
staff. It was once an honor to have something printed in this
magazine. Formerly, a poem, essay, short story, editorial,
satire, etc .. which appeared in this magazine, was looked upon
as an outstanding piece of literature. Today, the members of
the Athenaeum are living up to that standa1·d. Why aren't the
students of this university following their example?.
SAME MOTTO-DIFFERENT WORDS
There are few of us here at Xavier who at one time or
another have not heard of the Honor System which has been
made so very famous by The United States Military Academy
at West Point and the United States Naval Academy at
Annapolis. Both of these institutions have developed in their
members a fierce se~se of pride and devotion to a universitv.
This sense of pride and honor is such that every man is considered a man from the day he enters the institution. Every
man at these two "training grounds of life" thinks of himself
as a vital part of something which to him is the finest. We at
Xavier might imitate some of the better points of this honor
system.
We might look upon everything here at Xavier as part of
us. We might treat those incidents which give the college a
bad name as actions which cause Each and everyone of us a
personal harm. When we hear that one of om: members has·
been S? foolish. as to be careless of our good name, we ough~
to be Just a bit un~~ppy. If we were to .adopt the spirit of
many of the fraternities around the campus, around the city
and around the nation, we .might also do ourselves and ou;
university quite a bit of good.
~e ~eel. that. ther7 is n?t one really active Fraternal
orgamzat10n m this nation which would hesitate to reprimand
one of i~s own members for bringing a bad name to the group.
The national and sectional Frnternities, etc. treat the university to which their members belong with that same type of
diligence and pride. This is the i·eason many schools attain
the high group honors. There is a reason whv an honor system
will work.
"
• .1:he reason lies in !'n i~divi~ual pride. Tbis pride .which
md1v1duals have for their umversdy is the same as that which
they have for themselves and for their home. The reason the
system ~orks a~ W!'st 1:oint lies in the words; "Duty, Honol',
!=ou.ntr:y. Kecpm.g m mmd the fact that Xavier is a Catholic
msbtubon, we might a~d an extl'a w01·d to this motto: ''God,
Duty, Honor, Country. Then we would find an answer to
l!lany of our problems. The answer would sound something
hke-"All For One,One For All."

Music Stand
by John Lopdon
An interview with Erroll Garner is a rare commodity; Garner
prefers to do his talking with a
Baldwin. Thus wheri I was able
·to talk to Erroll for a few minutes at this summer's French
Lick festival I felt myself fortunate. An interesting conversation it was too; we discussed
subjects from rock and roll to
Garner's n e .w Columbia LP
"Paris Impressions,'' which are
two widely separated topics indeed. Of rock and roll, Erroll
felt that "it's not of much worth
musically, but it does impress a
sense of rhythm on the teenagers
and prepares them for jazz,
where rhythm is basic and the
melody and harmony of a number also come· in for attention."
Erroll, of course, Js appearing
in Cincinnati next Friday evening
at the Taft Auditorium. The concert, which Js being produced by

ST AGELIGHTS
by Stafford P. MooneJ'

.............._ .........
If the "Third Best Sport," which had a trial run at the
Shubert last week, expects to make Broadway, then the play·
doctors must perform major surgery. The symptoms which
put this comedy in critical conditio~ are: a hackneyed theme,
corny lines, and no really believable characters. If the plav

is to be saved (there is question
.
•
whether it ·merits it), then an venh~n,. of course, . because .of
immediate operation must remove H:len s i~fh.~e~ce. This~ the ~1t
these dreadful dramatic "tumors." eis ~ay, Justifies He.tens pos1t10n.
The theme has been so over- I th1.nk that the ~r!~ers ought to
used that one could easily tell consider that their deus ex mathe outcome . before the end of china" doesn't resolve or justify
the first act. The plot was con- a thing except to waste tw:o an~
cerned with the age old problem one··half hours of the audience s
of conformity. Must the outside time.
conform to the inside to remain
The dialogue was so corny that
inside?
very few of the lines ·were even
It is not so much the theme worth the audience laughing. In
that I object to but its enumera- many cases all that could be said
·tion and resolution. Helen Soyer, was, "Oh God." This, I believe,
recently married to a Captain of indicates the quality of the diaIndustry, decides to buck her die- logue.
tatorial "capitalistic" surroundCeleste Holm carried the show
ings. She is supported by phi- even though it wasn't •Worth the
losopher, Dr. Jonas Lockwood, effort. Her character of Helen
noted for his condemnation of In- Sayre is mildly amusing but gendustry's possessive tactics. Of erally so overdrawn that even
course, they are opposed, at. least Miss Holm couldn't do too much
temporarily, by Helen's husband, with it. Andrew Duggan played
Douglas, a high pressure engineer the part of Douglas Sayre. He
and the company's president, seemed to be a fair actor but was
John Wagner. Naturally, Wagner so ignored in the last act that
is pictured as a balding, heavy- many, I· ain sure, forgot he was
set, red-faced bore. I hope that even in the show. The rest of the
sometime I will be able to see a cast did little more than fill the
show where the company presi- stage.
Erroll Garner
dent looks and acts like a human
If the backers of the "Third
being. The outcome of the whole Best Sport" were smart, they
Dick Pike, local DJ, will begin situation is settled when Spencer would forget this "soap opera
at 8:30 p.m.; tickets are avallable McHenry, playboy, decides to buy with sets" and invest in the stock
now at the Central Ticket Office :the Wagner Company's big in- market.
downtown. Early indications p0lnt
to a sell-out. This concert is one
of a seven week series which
began in Chicago Oct. 12' and full
houses have been the rule since
then.
When he appears in Cincy,
Erroll will . 1be accompanied by
his regulars-Ed Calhoun on bass
and Kelly Martin on drums-and
by R. Devereaux Vanek
one ·heat-up Manhattan phone
book upon which he perches
while playing.- When I asked
Erroll about the phone book, ·his
. I have been inspired by two great American figures in
reply was very. reasonable, "I'm
can once again attempt to estab- just too short for a piano; instead literature to write this column. Can anyone say he has never
lish a Blazer Tradition here at of worrying about getting a read Whitman o·r Emerson?
Xavfor.
bench of the right height, I
As I was walking over to the cafeteria last Thursday I
All who understood the pra- carry the phone book and ·everyEd. Note:
became
lost of myself (and I was sober). First to distract ~e
was a rather large tree who - - ----:::---=----The following is an open letter posal were in favor of establish- thing works out fine."
to the student body of :Xavier inlg such a tradition. The benefits
Perhaps the best title ever seemed to say, "Hey -there Rollo,
University from Sophomore Class received and the prestige gained applied to Garner· is the "inost what's your problem?" This kind
President Andy Odoardi. The for the school and each individ- happy piano"-though he is also
views expressed below are those iwl student would have been billed as "the man for whom the of set me aback right into one
of Mr. Odoardi and do not neces- immeasurable. With the backing piano ·was invented." Comment- of man's silent sentries, a fence.
sarily reflect the opinions of the of the student body and proper ing on his highly · imaginative The fence also beckoned to me
editor, the staff, or the moder- organization between now and and extremely .percussive style, through its silver siats. "Mepicture, like this column,
ator of the :Xavier University net August I hope that we will Erroll said; "There are 88 keys thinks, you no thinks." He was is Tllis
SICKt
have begun a new and great ·
News.
on a piano and I'm going to right, I no thinks. I was con-·
tradition here at Xavier.
An open letter:
keep on working till I can use fused now. I looked in vain for me to shrink and ·seek the cover
The reasons for the postpone- all of them. My talent is a GodI wish to extend many, many
of my other buddy the grass.
thanks to all of the members of ment are most varied, technical given gift; I've never taken a an answer. Beneath me I felt But wait, I was not blue, he was.
my class and to the members of and practical. I have found that lesson. I just play what I feel earth's soft :blanket, the grass. What was this strange mystery?
the student body who, by active it would to the best interest of and hear." Garner's playing then, He also had words with me say- My own thoughts were a constant
co-operation and many wards of everyone that I do not proceed must be classed as the essence ing "My green face is not an vexation to my grievjng soul. I
indication I am sick. I am exconfidence, were behind me in any further· in this ventur.e.
of jazz; he takes a melody and periencing growing pains and wanted to run, 1but where? Could
I remain thankfully and hope- makes it all his own.
trying to establish a Blazer
thus, my green complextion." I outrun the eyes of him above?
Tradition here at Xavier this fully yours,
One of Garner's LP's, "Concert I knew the aches and pains of Could I remove myself from him
year.
Andy Odoardi
who supported my feet? Would
by the Sea," has sold well over
I am most sorry to say that it
President of the Class of '62 500,000 copies; it was the most growing and I trembled with it profit me to. try and escape
compassion
for
this
unfortunate
will be another year before we
Xavier University
popular jazz reeord in the fellow. For I to was growing and my real friends? Bravely I faced
country for two years and still could no longer look at the face them and gave them my answer.
is the second~best seller. Of this of agony ibeneath me. Why even Aloud to the world I called, "Sirs,
record Garner says, "It was one now his body supported my very you contain the answer in your
Publllhed weekly durtn1 the 11ebool year except during vaeatton perlOdl by Xavier
night that went just right; the weight. I threw my head up and very question. No longer shall I
Unlvenlty, Hamilton County. Evanston, ClnclnnaU, Ohio. tr.SO per year.
crowd was receptive and I was a blue field presented itself to be a .product of my indelicate
llntered as 1econd class matter October 4, 11148 at the Pon Offtce at
Cincinnati, Ohio under the Act of March a. 111'79.
feeling good." Chances are that me. Here was the roof of every society. My new perspective now
EDITOB·IN·CRIEF.......................................................................................... Robert G. Qaeenan, •1111
next Friday night will be another man. As you probably. have shows me my fol'mer . erroneous
lllAN'AOIN'O EDITOR ........................................................................................... Denny Dohert:r, 'Ill
ASSOCIATE EDITOR8 ............................Tom Cahill, 'GO, Bob Otto, '00, Frank McGee '119
good night for Garner; he doesn't already guessed, the roof of man standings with men. In all due
Jerry Marlln. 'flt
'
have many bad ones. This con- had to add his two cents. "Min- respect to you my companions,
~:MPOSINO EDITOft ...................................................................................................... 8111 Ma 18 n, 'Gt
ATURE WRITER ........................................................................................................ Wayne Fehr '119
cert is worth attending.
iscule, why are y<>u blue? Have hereto ·before unknown, I am
STAFF REPORTERS ........................................................ Mlke lllBrklewlcz, '61, Jim Keller,' '81,
Jaek LeM11a1t, 'GI, Tom Duffy, '6'?, Ed 8tubenrock, '6!:, Frnnk Haleleld, 'G..
Another
jazz
attraction
will
be
not
I rained down my choicest revitalized into being. 'Adieu,
COLUlllN'18T8.................... E. s. t:delm11nn, •oo, Stafford lllooney, 'liD, John Los•4on: 'llO
a. DeVere•ax V•nek, '00, Pat lVlechman
offered Saturday night at Castle blessings upon you? Have not I good friends, Adieu.' "
IPOaTS EDITOR ................................................................................................................ Ed A4•m•. 'llO
Farm when Stan the Music Man given to :You the velvet touch
I continued unto the cafeteria
A SSISTAN'T 8PORT8 EDITOR .............................................................................. llap O'Danlal, '81
1 PORTI WRITER8 .................... Jaek Gardner, '119, Joe Petrocelli, •oo, Ron Kocb, '81
Kenton presents the K en ton my snow, my cleansing rain, my to eat and to this day I don't
Taftl Kall, 'OI, Lury Borne, 'llD
'
s o u n d , 1958 style, for Queen best friend wind?" What could know whether it was my emoCIJICULATION MANAGER...................................................................................... Jerry Martla, 'H
BUllJIJ8SI lllANAGER ................................................................................................ E4 ScbrH4ar, 1111
City jazzophlles.
I say? It was all true. Every tional experience or the food
WACULT1' lllODERATOa................................................................................ Mr. Tboma• o. •••II
(Continued on P11e 8)
word he apoke was a reason for that I ate which made me sick.

Letter To
The Edit()r
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Debating Society Wrestles With
N11clear Weapon Prohibition

Individual photographs for the year-book (The l\lusketeer-1959) will be taken in the· Cnsb Room,
Logan Ball, from Nov. 17 through Nov. 26, 1958, according to the following schedule:
Last names beslnnlnr
with letters:
DATE
TIME
A
throurb
D
Monday,
November 17
9:00
to
&:00
by Fran McManus
E
. "
G
Tuesday,
"
18
9:00
to
1:00
To prohibit nuclear weapons or not to prohibit nuclear
J
"
Wednesday, "
19
9:00
to
1:00
weapons-that is the question that fourteen members of Xav- H
M
K
"
Thursday,
"
20
9:00
to
1:00
ier's Debating Society will wrestle with at approximately
p
"
Friday,
"
21
9:00
1:00
to
twenty debate tournaments this year. More specifically the N
and
debate topic is: "Resolved: That further developrner:t of
~uclear weapons should be pro2:30
to
4:00
R
hibited by national agreement." University, and Bellarmlne Col· 0
Monday,
"
24
9:00
to
4:00
"
(only)
Tuesday,
"
25
9:00
to
12:00
In the debate tournaments, lege have accepted invitations to S
"
Z
Wednesday "
26
9:00
to
4:00
hvo men team up to either up- compete..
T
hold or to oppose the topic and
On Friday an.d Saturday, Nov.
The special sitting fee of $1.50 will be collected at the time each picture is taken. The regular fee
are judged according to their 28 and 29, seniors Wayne Fehr for any later sittings at the studio in town would be S5.00.
analysis and organization use of and Dan Brislane ~ill represent
Suit coats, ties, and dress shirts (preferably white or of a light solid color) must be worn for all
'
x av1er
. 10
. th e Chicago
...._
evidence, clarity of · reasoning,
Jesuit sittings. Anyone attired incorrectly will not be photog1·aphed,
refutation of their opponents' Tournament at Loyola University
carefully prepared argument and Last year Fehr and Brislane
delivery.
'
·brought home the first-place
There was much activity Mon- of tlae machines has been exEvidently, our Xavier debaters affirmative trophy from this
day evening at the Dorm Council tremely poor due to age. Several
are fairly well organized, do pre- tournament.
On Dec. 5 and 6, a four-man
meeting. When we arrived Bill other suggestions were discussed
sent their evidence clearly and
McCarty had given his report but 110 action was taken.
reasonably, and are as clever as team of Bob Spitzer, Ben Talbot,
on the questionnaires which were
any television detective in dis- Tom Kuhlman, and T. J. Paulus
Jack Pluth of Marion Hall
covering and exposing the loop- will travel' to Chicago for the
Kenneth J. Schneider, Presi- circulated, and a discussion was contributed the suggestion that
holes in their opponents' story, Cross-Examination Tournament dent of the Xavier Chapter of in progress. Father Hurtubise,
for Saturday, Nov. 8, they took at Northwestern University. A Alpha Sigma Nu, has announced who was present at the meeting, a course be given which would
first pla<:e in the T.K.A. Novice special style of _debate similar to that new changes in the consti- was voicing his protest about the teach new students how to study,
aegional Tournament at the Uni- the lawyer's courtroom technique tion of this national honor society method in which the survey was college style. Several members
versity of Cincinnati. In edging will be used in this tournament. authorize an increased member- handled. He objected to the noted that reading deficiencies
The Xavier debaters will fin- ship for Xavier. Ten new mem- council taking a survey without were a great hindrance to the
out teams from Bellarmine Col·
lege, Ohio University, and the ish their first-semester activities bers will be admitted at the consulting with him, and he also new student. Father Hurtubise
University of Kentucky, debaters at the Otterbein Holiday Tourn- formal initiation ceremony next objected to the findings of the pointed out that his "procter
Ben Talbott and Bob Spitzer- ament at Ottel'lbein College on February. Eight of these will be group which asked the questions. system" in Brockman Hall is
··
Affirmative, and Terry O'Connell Saturday, Dec. 13.
selected from the undergraduate Father said that the various aimed at improving the study
·and Frank Polk-Negative, comdivision, the other two from the "gripes" of the students were habits of the freshmen. The dispiled a i·ecord of four wins and
graduate school. Their names not clear and specific, and that cussion drifted from student
two losses.
have not yet been announced. without some certain, direct study habits to the keys for
Alumni members of Alpha Sigma wording, the findings were use- Elet Annex students, and the
The debating Musketeers will
attempt to talk their way to
Nu will also be invited to attend less. A suggestion was put for- meeting ended with a decision
another victory on Saturday,
the initiation ceremony and ban- ward by Father that a new sur- by the officers to discuss the
questionnaire with Father Hurquet this year, in order to .pro- vey be given.
November 22, when Xavier plays
!>Y Frank Hulefeld
mote a closer relationship behost to the Midwest Catholic
The discussion was then con- tubise in a conference.
The Kentucky game this Sat- tween them and the newer mem- centrated on a paper bearing a
Novice Debate Tournament at the
g1111111111111111111mm1111111111111111111a:
Sinton Hotel. Teams from Notre urday marks the close of the bers.
list of suggestions put forth by
football
season
here
at
XU.
For
Dame, Saint ~lary's of Notre
New members will be re- the dorm students who answered
Dame, Loyola of Chicago, Detroit the band, the end of football
NEW
§
minded
at the initiation of the the questionnaire. Some suggesseason means several busy weeks
of preparing for the basketball threefold standard of Alpha tions were rather vague, but some
ENGLAND
§
season. This is quite a transi- Sigma Nu, Scholarship, Loyalty, were direct and pointed. There 5
tion.
and Service. Election to the was a lengthy discussion about
In the first place, the music is s6ciety is a recognition·· that the the situation of the washing ma- i
The itrue meaning of the word
HAT
"Sodality" implies the participa• completely different. All the new member · possesses these chines In all dorms. Many of those
tion in an apostolate. The Xav• snappy fo~tball marches are
MANUFACTURING §
ier University Sodality has sev· replaced. That type of music is three qualities in a high degree questioned in the survey com-·
and
is
capable
of
carrying
on
fine
for
marching
and
for
playplained
about
the
washing
maeral apostolates. Operation Christ,
the first and <foremost of · these, ing out-of-doors where music the tradition begun in 1915 with chines, particularly those in Elet 5
COMPANY
5
will hold Hs monthly meeting on must be on 'the powerful side if the founding of the organization. Hall. It was pointed out by a
Sunday evening,. Nov.. 16th, at the fans are to hear it. But in- Today, Alpha Sigma Nu has council member that the Elet
Mt. Notre Dame High 1School in. doors, volume is replaced by
chapters on eighteen Jesuit cam- Hall washing and drying machines ~ 118 East Sixth Street §
instrumentation.
Reading.
were out of order and have been
Now, basketball-concert music puses from coast to coast and is · most of the semester. Last year §
Another Sodality a c t i Y i t y
Cincinnati, Ohio §
which might be considt!t·ed an presents two difficult changes highly respected among honor- they operated erratically and one
member stated that the efficiency !i 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ii
apostolate is the series of Sodal- for the band. First the music is ary fraternities.
ity Day trips. These consist of more difficult and must be
- trips ·to out-of-town campuses, played more precisely than in
where Xavier men spend the football season. Next, the coun·
day in talks and discussions with ter-melodies of the new music
other students on topics affect- make it harder for the band to
play as a unit.
ing the Sodality way of life.
More people keep going back
Not the least of the changes
Still another facet of the
for Camels than any other
Sodality's apostolate is the work- is the difficulty the band has
cigarette today. The Camel
which is ·being done for Santa in overcoming ha'bits learned in
blend of costly tobaccos has
Maria, a social services institute football season. After weeks of
never been equalled for rich
here in Cincinnati. Xavier stu- practicing powerful marches, it
flavor and easygoing milddents have taken on a number of is difficult for the band to play
ness. Today as always,
jobs in their spare time to fur- softly and to follow the director
the best tobacco makes the
ther the work being done at this instead of listening for the drum
best smoke.
institution. Some are giving cadence.
The · band is working hard
music lessons to ·the children
By-pass the fads
who are housed and instructed at getting ready for the coming
and fancy stulf •••
Santa Maria's location near 13th basketball games. In the past,
'the
band
has
provided
some
and Vine Streets; others are
acting as big brothers -to some very enjoyable half-time music
of the 1boys who have been placed for the fans. This year's band
promises to do as well.
under the care of the institute.

AlphaSigmaN11

Dorin Council Doings

Soon 1,o Admit
New Me1nhers -

Gridiron Gone For
Band; Basketball
Brings New Style

--·--e-

Sodalists Still

-s------

------=
5
---------
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--
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Active

Have areal
cigarette-
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"If he should get by you, Emma,
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U.K. Oivns 34-1 Record

Musketeers Primed Jo Upset Kentucky Wildcats
tosses which can mean nothing
by Jack Gardner
but
trouble for .Xavier's defenThe Xavier University Muskeo·-=teers, fresh from ·a rousing vic- sive backs. Along with his accutory at Toledo, will drop into the rate arm, he is an adept signal
"Cats' Lair" tomorrow for their caller, a dazzling ball handler,
annual season finale with the and a dangerous runner.
. The Oklahoma City All-Sports
powerful Kentucky Wildcats.
Burning Desire
Committee
announced Wednesday
Xavier displayed at lorig last a
Xavier has not beaten Kendazzling offense to go with their tucky since 1938 and has not that the Xavie1· Musketeers are
rock-ribbed defense. And not a scored a single point since 1948. the number one seeded quintet
moment too soon, for the Muskies They have dropped their last in .the All-College Tournament of
will need all this and more in nine games to the Wildcats. In Dec. 26-29.
their
encounter. with the Wild- their lifetime series the ·Muskies
The University of Tulsa was
News Sports Editor
cats.
have been able to take only one seeded second, Bowling Green
Kentucky's record is a mislead- victory in thirteen tries. This can third and San FrancisCo fourth.
Four weeks ago, when Xavier's gridders held a mediocre
2-4 record, there were indications that the dissident factions ing 3 won, 4 lost and 1 tied in only lead to burning desire in the Non-seeded entrants in the eightin the Musketeer following were beginning to grease the skids eight games. This none too im- hearts and minds of the Muske- team tourney are Duquesne,
pressive record was compiled teers and could cause the Muski~s Wichita, Oregon, and Oklahoma
for Coach Harry Connolly.
Only because his club won the last three outings h~s Mi.ck against one of the toughest sched- to rise to the occasion and pull City.
been restored to their good graces. Because of the victories ules in college football.
off the biggest upset of 1958.
Xavier is slated to oppose OreOn successive Saturdays the
the Irishman likely has been spared the ignominious hanging.
gon
in the opening round and the
Wildcats played Georgia Tech,
in-effigy becoming so popular today -on the college campus.
winner of the Bowling GreenMississippi,
Auburn,
and
Louis~
When the team was losing, Mick was to blame. Now that
Wichita encounter in the second
ana State. Each of these roes has
it's winning, the coach is a shadow in the background and the been
round.
in the top ten nationally at
team is taking all the bows.
. ''It looks like we'll have to go
one time or another.
Who actually is to be credited (or success-the team, the
half way around the world to
L.S.U. and Auburn have both
coach, or both? Who is responsible for defont? Jim McCafferty, been rated number one in the
scout that Qregon team," i·e·
in no sense sarcastically, looks at the 11roblem with resignation country on more than one occamarked Coach Mccafferty when
and urges that "the victories belong to the team, the losses to sion, with the former holding
asked about the draw. Added
the coach. They don't pay me to lose," says Jim.
Jim, "Oregon is -one of the better
that position currently. These
A week from today, in the Varsity-Freshmen Preview, the same Bayou Bullies will probably
· clubs on the West Coast."
season begins when McCafferty's team wlns or loses. 'l'he go undefeated and be ·rated the
experts aren't merely PUTTING the hat on Big Jim these days; mythical national champion. In
Hoop League Formed
they're JAMMING IT DOWN OVER HIS EARS. In the midst the Auburn game, Kentucky com· FB All-Stars Picked
of all the pre-season predictions tagging the Muskies with pletely outplayed the Plainsmen,
astronomical ratings, the announc:emen~ issues forth from but succumbed 8 to O.
Intramural sports at Xavier
Oklahoma City that Xavier is th& number-one seeded quintet
Fine Line
have swung from football into
in the All-College Tournament.
basketball without skipping a
The Wildcats' fine line will be ,
In one sense, accolades like this should delight a coach. led by co-captains Doug Shively
·
beat.
He's to be proud that his club is so highly regarded. Yet, the and 237-lb. Bob Lindon. Jim MilThe
indoor
basketball
league
more the praise the less that experts, alumni, students and fans ler, a 190-lb. guard is regarded
1 a y Wednesday
inaugurated
p
expect the coach to lose. Each of the groups seems to be taking as the heir apparent to the covnight. There are two seven-team
turns at the handle of a tire pump that's quickly mounting the eted throne that All American
leagues
and two six-team circuits.
Terry
Meyer
pressure in McCafferty's little office. A good deal of the pres~ Lou Michaels has occupied for
Results will be published weekly
Toledo
Game
sure is a natural result in the enthusiasm inherent in being a the past .three years. Miller
a
in the News.
part of something big.
knifing-type lineman, who is conFleet-footed Terry Meyer turned
IM All-Stan
Dan Herth, a June graduate and one of the finest col- stantly throwing enemy backs for in his top performance of the
umnists The News has had, reflects this enthusiasm in a letter losses.
season and one of the best of his
Named to positions on the UI
addressed to Editor-in-Chief Bob Queenan:
The backfield is led by block- · career against Toledo last Satur- All·Star football team were Mike
Dear Bob,
busting Bobby Cravens. The 203· day. Meyer brought bis career Erdmann and Jim Kervin of the
· I'm afraid I won't be able to hit you with any Obiter Dicta lb. halfback has averaged better TD mark to 24 with a brace of champion R~mblers, Tom Frain
type stuff this year-graduate sc):iool is really a grind, and than five yards per carry through scores, recovered a fumble, in~ and Gene Sengl of the runner-up
what with the ad agency and the babies, I'm u11 to the prover· the first eight games. Against tercepted a pass, averaged four Eagles, Bob Peterson and Steve
bial neck. You've done a fine job this year; keep up the good defensive-minded Georgia Tech, yards per carry and played a Balog · (Zuern's Zoo) and Bob
Killigrew (Colts).
work.
Cravens broke loose on a 45 yard fine defensive game.
Now for the heart of the matter (to borrow an expression gallop to the end zone which
from a certain American writer). I would advise you and the spelled defeat for the "Engineers.''
sports department ~o start an. immediate and prolonged edi·
Calvin Bird is Kentucky's leadtorial, whispered, screamed or t•rinted campaign with the ing scorer with 52 points which
theme, WE ARE NUMBER ONE! on behalf of the basketball is approximately half of the
team.
entire team's scoring. The SophSince we've been ranked fifth (!) and that crew at the omore sensation is averaging
street car college in the wilderness of Burnet Woods number better than four yards per try.
covery of a fumble on the Toledo
by Joe Petrocelli·
The youthful speedster doubles
one, we mustn't take it sitting down, must we? Ergo, the
Xavier's "fighting" Musketeers, 34. Jocko Serieka the!\ slashed
naturally expected move on our part is to retaliate hard, as their phenomenal pass catch- led by halfback Terry Meyer, off tackle and sprinted 29 yards
long and heavy by saying and being number one.
ing halfback. Bird has caught pummeled the Toledo Rockets for the first of the five Muskie
Let me know your reaction, if any, to the above, Number somewhere in the neighborhood 34-8. The Big Blue tallied in touchdowns.
of 20 passes for approximately every period and the win insured
One, idea.
Terry intercepted a pass in the
300 yards.
Sincerely,
them of at least an even break third quarter to set up a Ralph
On the other end of these on the season.
Dan Herth
Lane to Faust Coyle touchdown
Terry Meyer, the 179-pounder pass.
I, too, think that our Musketeers can be Number One. accurate passes is the fabulous
Besides these brilliant defen·
After watching their progress throu.gh weeks of practice I'm quarterback Lowell Hughes who who hails from Purcell High, was
does
everything
and
does
It
well.
sive
maneuvers, Meyer scored
the
offensive
and
defensive
standconvinced that Co-captains Hank Stein and .Joe Viviano head
Hughes has been finding the out of the game. The tint of his ·twice, once on a one-yard plunge
a top-notch club.
Yet, unchecked enthusiasm can do untold harm. Horace, . ~ark on better than 50% of his many achievements was the re- and again on a 10-yard sprint
around end which brought nis
that venerable old gent of some 2023 years, said to me just the
career
total to 24.
other day, "It is a wise man who draws in his swelling sail
Rugged Defense
from a wind too favorable."
Let's let our Muskies first prove they're fifth best. What
Defensively, the rugged Xavier
good can come of telling them they're the nation's best before
line was again superb. A total of
they've even sunk their first basket? I'm in favor of letting
99 yards rushing was all that
by Andy Warren
shall
and
Ohio
battle
to
a
28-28
the crown sit right where it is until someone proves fit to
Toledo
was able to grind out.
Ohio University's Bobkittens tie, rates the 'Kittens slightly
wear it.
will provide the opposition for higher than Marshall. The Bob- Xavier now has given up an
the Musketeer frosh today at cats, who play a powerful ground average of 93.8 yards a game
which is one of the leading averAthens, 0. as the XU yearlings game, are 1-1-1 on the season.
ages
in the nation.
attempt to wrap up their second
Four Injured
Bill Murray and Bill Campbell Grupenhoff (190-480), Vi r g i I consecutive unblemished season.
One Jnterceptlon late In the
shared honors in the XU Bowl- Hosey (176-475), Carlo MastroInjured in the Muskie ·camp fourth quarter was converted to
If the junior Muskies can win
ing League Monday. Murray had palo (176-462), Bob Seery (178- their 10th straight game today, are ends Tom Walkiewicz and a 40-yard touchdown run by
a string of five strikes in rolling 455), Bob Niehoff (178-454) and they will erase the school mark Allen Smith and fullbacks Tom sophomore Eddie D. Thomas.
a 207 high game, while Campbell Clay Schnetzer (177-443).
of nine straight wins set by the Clark and Bill Daniels. Clark Thomas, a product of St. Xavier
tossed a pair of 183 games and
Best averages to date are 1926 varsity.
may be ready to play today, but High, grabbed a misguided Bocemerged with a 520 high series. Campbell's 175, Dusablon's 172,
Ron Serban wil take over at 'ket pass and scampered unmo·
Master Marshall
Four -Duds, Ball Busters and Schnetzer's 165, Grupenhoff's 162
end.
Jested acro1s the 1oal.
Moonshiners . engineered sweeps. and Seery's 160.
Th e Muskies disposed of
Other starters are end Mike
One .Yard Sby
Four Duds had the high team
STANDINGS
highly-regarded Marshall 33·6 Hunter, tackles Chris Smalara
When
they weren't running
game (749) and series (2060).
Scrubs 13-2, Four Duds 11-4, last Friday on scores by Larry and Mike Humphrey, guards through the Rockets they were
Deibel Rolls 200
Moonshiners 9-6, Four-Baggers Cox ·(two), Irv Etler, Jerry John Nelson and Mark Kracker
throwing over them. Ralph Lane
Top individual efforts were 9-6, Bridesmaids 8-7, Dorm· Johnson and John Williams and center John Riordan,
.
quarter-'
recorded by John Deibel (200- Hops 8-7, Ball Busters 8-7, two conversions (one placement back Etier, halfbacks Johnson completed 5 of 8 and now lacks
487), Jim Dusablon (177-518), Leprechauns 8-9~ Four X's 2-13, and one run) by Jerry Hamlin. and Cox and fullback Larry one air yard to make his record
stand at 1200 yards. He has
Jack Matzet (192·515), Paul Gutter Dusters 1·14.
Coach EJ Biles, who saw Mar- Foley.
thrown 12 TD pauu in bis career.

-

Cagers Seeded
Nu.mber One

~ ;r·
Adam
~

MUSl(ETEER
OFTHEWEEI(
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·Meyer Paces 34-8 Win
Over TU With Two TD's

Yearlings. Do,wri Marshall 33-6;
Seek Unbeate1i Record Today

Murray, Campbell Lead Bowlers
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End John Silvati, Guard Bob
Meyer- Bolster Muskie Defense

Colorful Coach Mick Connolly
Guides XU Football Fortunes

by Larry Borne

"At first I sure had a rough time on defense at Xavier."
These are the words of two senior football players that
Purcell High gave to XU. The two are end John Silva ti and
guard Bob Meyer and the reason for their statement is simple.
Both played on the offensive unit of the "platoon" system in

high school and had no -defensive
experience when they started
college ball.
That the two have overcome

John Silvati
this deficit though is shown by
their part in the Muskies' outstanding line_ play this season.
Both have helped apply the pressure that has yielded less than
one hundred yards rushing per
game to the opposition.
At 6-3 and 210 pounds, John
Silvati has held down one end
position all season. And at this
spot he has averaged nearly 25
yards per catch.
Besides end at Purcell, John
also played first base on the baseball team. He has followed hi':l
diamond activity with AAU ball

PAGE FIVE

by Hap O'Daniel, News Asst. Sports Editor

There's a story they tell about the time a young Irishman
named Mick Connolly first came to the Queen City. He made
such an impression that he's still around today, and is regarded
as one of the most voluble and versatile coaches in the profession.

Connolly's f i r st impression,
whic.h he made at a Service Club
luncheon in 1955 (his first appearance he1·e after bei_ng signed
John has applied for service in
off the campus of Indiana UniJuly as a result of his Reserve
versity to be the Muskie head
training. He will graduate from
football coach), was a lasting one.
Bob Meyer
Xavier with a BSBA degree in
Called upon to speak, the astute
June, but is uncertain exactly osu.
Mr. Connolly won the hearts of
what field to enter when he reMeyer married the former Miss all present with an enlightening
turns from the Army.
Dorothy Ann Betz in December 30-minute discourse.
Today, three years, 24 wins, 14
Xavier almost didn't get Bob of HJ56; they now have a tenMeyer, for he first chose Ohio month old daughter, Karen Sue. losses and many millions of words
State. But "Buddha," Bob's nickBob will receive his BSBA de- later, the colorful coach is still
name from former coach Bob gree next June and he hope:; to creating legend and providing
Finnell, transferred from the get a job with a Cincinnati busi- many an amazed scribe with
plenty of good copy.
Columbus school after the first ness firm after graduation.
year to get a Catholic education
Coach Mick Connolly and MusAll-American at B.C.
back home in Cincinnati.
kie fans can well look at the deWhen the subject of football
Bob's other spar.ts include base- parture of Meyer and Silvati as comes up, Connolly, who is never
ball and bowling in the summers. creating two more spots that must at a loss for words any way, ce1·He also did some wrestling at be. filled next year.
tainly knows what he is talking
about. Mick was a top-notch perRribei·g' s F1·osli Confident
former in both high school and
college and had a brief fling at
pro ball before being sidelined by
an injury.
Next Friday, Nov. 21, the Xav- lenge: "-We'll give them all they
Connolly then turned to scoutier Varsity will meet the Xavier can. handle. We're out to win." ing, and it was as a scout, travFrosh in an exhibition game spon- Coach Mccafferty comments: "We eling about the country and
sored by the Musketeer Club. expect a very tough battle from watching hundreds of teams and
This game will be an excellent the freshmen." Mr. Ruberg smil- . offenses, that Connolly acquired
preview to the coming season.
ingly states that "-this is one day his vast wealth of gridiron knowlThe Varsity has scrimmagecl when Jim and I won't talk to edge. He also had the good forthe freshmen twice so far this each other. This game should be tune to play for such coaches as
Frank Leahy and Denny Myers
year and won both times. How- worth seeing!!!"
Student tickets and companion at Boston College, where he made
ever, the second time the freshmen put up quite a battle, giving tickets are available for 50c 'in second-team All-America bis senthe Fieldhouse. All other seats ior year.
the Varsity a rough time.
The Connolly chronicle begins
Coach Ruberg hurls a cha!- will go for one dollar.
every summer except the last
when he attended ROTC summer
camp.

Squads Prep For .Previe·w

in Norwalk, Conn., where he was
born in 1920. His athletic career
at Norwalk High, where he took
part in football, basketball, base•

·i
•1

~

Voluble and Versatile

ball, track and hockey, produced
13 athletic awards and an AllAmerica nomination among many
other honors and caused him to
be named "The Most Outstanding
Athlete Produced in Norwalk in
25 years."
Connolly then enrolled at Boston College. Four years later, the
Eagles had won 26 of 31 football
games, with Connolly starring as
a passing fullback. He scored a
TD in the 1941 Sugar Bowl ( his
sophomore year), and two years
(Continued on Page 8)
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MILITARY -MUSINGS
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
ROTC RIFLE TEAM
The Cincinnati chapter of the
82nd Airbourne Division Association sponsored the rifle match
between the Xavier University
ROTC Rifle Club and the University of Cincinnati ROTC Rifle
Club. This match was held on
Thursday evening, Nov. 13, · at
7: 30 on the Xavier University
ROTC Armory rifle range. The
match was fired under National
Rifle Association rules. The 82nd
Airbourne Division Ch a p t e r
hopes to make this maitch an
annual event between the two
universities. A cup will .be
awarded to the high scoring
team, and individual medals will
be presented.

Navy

Office1~

Comes 'fo XU

those men who stop by for an
interview. Qualified men who are
interested in going to the Naval
Air Station, Columbus, Ohio to
take the examinations may do so
without obligation, with transportation, meals and lodging fu,·nished by the Navy.

LCDR. B. W. Rosenbaum, USN,
representative of the Naval Air
Station, Columbus, Ohio, will be
at Xavier University on Thursday, Nov. 20 and Friday, Nov. ZI,
1958 to Interview male students
who are interested in the Naval
Under provisions of Paragraph
flight training programs. Interviews will be conducted from 25 a, Corps Regulations, Xavier
9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Nov. 20 University Reserve Officers
Training Corps,- effective qn the
and 21, 1958 in South Ball.
dates listed below, :the following
An applicant for the Naval appointments of cadets are an·
Aviation Cadet Program must nounced:
have completed two years of colTO BE CADET LIEUTENANT
lege or be able to meet this reCOLONEL,
Effective Oct. 30, 1958:
quirement within nine months.
Richard G. Baerman, George C.
He
must
have
reached
his
18th
XAVIER UNIVERSITY
birthday but not have passed his Haas, John M. Paris, Ronald M.
ROTC BAND
25th. He must also be single and Protz.
TO BE CADET CAPTAIN, EfLast Friday the Xavier Univer- remain so until commissioned. In
sity marching band star.ted ·what addition, each candidate must fective Oct. 30, 1958: .Brian R.
is known as military .bandwork. pass a flight physical examination Bremrier, Daniel . V. Bri.slane,
Thomas J. Eckstein, Hugh J. FarNow that football season is over and flight aptitude tests.
rell, Edward J. Mccafferty,
this is the time for members of
After 18 months of intensive
the military band to don their flight training, the Naval Cadet Charles J. Moorman, William E.
ROTC uniforms and begin their is commissioned Ensign in the Mountel, Richard P. Obermeyer,
Gorps Day drills. The band .will Navy or 2nd Lieutenant in the Robert A. Schaffstein, James L.
cover all drill matter in seven Marine Corps, after which he Silvati, John D. Silvati.
weeks that the other Corps units spends approximately 42 months
TO BE CADET CAPTAIN, Ef·
cover in fourteen weeks. After with the Navy's operating forces. fective Oct. 31, ·1958: Daniel W.
Enright, Joseph B. Miller, Michael
these seven weeks the ROTC
Another program available to R. Molloy, George F. Owens,
band will begin music .practice
for the military reviews which young .men who will be college Thomas W. Schmid.
are held on Fridays during the graduates, is :the Aviation Officer
TO BE CADET 1st LIEUTEN·
Candidate Program. He must be ANT, Effective Oct. 30, 1958:
spring semester.
at least 19 but under 26 years of
NATO RIFLE AND MACHINE age, pass a flight physical and James P. Bradley, Richard C.
GUN WILL REPLACE SEVEN aptitude examinations. There is Breslin, John T. Heile, Gerard J.
BASIC INFANTRY WEAPONS no marital status restriction on Huber, David R. Huhn, Joseph P.
Joyce, Frank G. Listermann, GerThe Department of Defense this candidate. This program is a ald C. Rohe, Albert R. Rohs, Robhas given the .green light to the more lucrative program in that 'ert A. Schnee, Phillip J. SchneiArmy to go ahead with mass a candidate will receive his Com- der.
production of the test-proven mission after completing only 4 BY ORDER OF THE PROFES·
M-14 rifle and M-60 machine months indoctrination at Pensa- SOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
cola, Florida.
gun.
AND TACTICS:
LCDR. B. W. Rosenbaum's visit
Th e improved, lightweight
DUANE B. SAVELLE
arms are scheduled to replace will be pUTely for the purpose of
Captain, Artillery
seven Army and Marine basic disseminating information and
no obligation will be incurred by
Adjutant
weapons in 1960.
The M-14 rifle will replace the
M-1 (Garand) rifle, the carbines,
the automatic rifle, and the submachine gun now used by both
services. The -M-60 will take the
place of the present light and
by Jack LeMoult
heavy 30 caliber machine .guns.
Both new .weapons fire the
The last time we took dancing later on we noticed several people
7.62mm NATO cartridge.
lessons we were in the eighth doing it quite well.
The Army has 1been authorized grade, and as we stumbled around
We asked Miss Tolwlg how
about 35 million dollars in the the floor in our slightly small long she bad been charminc
:F'Y 59 budget for the initial blue suit, we little appreciated people in the capacity of dance
production of the new arms. This the opportunity we were getting. Instructor and were surprised
is considered a significant ad- Sunday, at 4:00 p.m., we stopped to learn that this is her sixth 7ear
vance in increasing the firepower by .the Cash Room to observe the at it <Phyliis Is about twenty
and mobility of the infantryman. lessons being given there. It was years old). When we danced with
These weapons will be intro- quite a change from the strict her, we were immediately aware
duced in the ROTC program old class of our past, and the of her· fine dancing ability.
after the Army's active units are skinny, giggling girls of Miss
The couples .there seemed extra
Frombush's dancing class were
equipped with them.
replaced by many lovely young determined to get the steps.
collegiate-type girls. The instruc- Through the year they will learn
tor is the very pretty Miss Phyl- every type of dance, and have
Another step was taken in the lis 'folwig, who attends Xavier fun doing it. The lessons cost one
drive toward complete operation Evening College. The French Club dollar each and are open to all.
of Xavier University's ROTC sponsors the lessons, which usu- You boys who like dances but
Regiment by the ,senior cadets ally draw a crowd of about don't know how to dance, this is
your opportunity.' Just think, you,
last week with the publication of twenty people.
too, can have social success.
ROTC Detachment Memorandum
When we arrived, an even
Number 1. This memorandum
sets up ROTC Cadet Disciplinary nu1nber of people were tbere, and. ~
Boards, composed of five seniors, we took a seat on the side and
for the purpose of hearing evi- watched Miss Tolwlg Instruct. It
dence and arriving at recommen- was obvious from the beginning
dations in disciplinary cases that she Is very competent, and
reported by o t h e r Advance during the period of Instruction
Course cadets. The objective of we noticed that those who atthese •boards is twofold: first, to tended were already pickins up
insure fairness in awarding de- the steps.
merits where necessary and at
Suddenly we found ourselves
the same time to afford the up on the floor dancing and
recipient an opportunity to pre- learning the steps along with
sent his case; second, to .provide everybody else. The order of the
additional leadership training in day centered around the jitterbug
conduct of military boards for which appears to be a very comthe seniors. It is sincerely hoped plex dance. We noticed that the
606 Yine St.
that the use of these ·boards will proper way to do the dance is in
result in even more opportunity conflict with ·the accepted method
PArkwar l·'JHI
for the Advance Course cadets here in Cincinnati. The instructor
to fulfill Xavier University's had everybody swinging to some
ROTC motto: "Learn to Lead." of the fine r~ords on hand and

Promotions
Announced

THE CLOT.HES YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
In this column we t.ake up fashions for college men, which means
of course, the Ivy Look. Today's Ivy Look clothes hnve made a
great stride forward. Not only clo they huvc thin lapels, three buttons, narrow trousers, nnd a minimum of shoulder pudding, but
-now hear this !-this year they arc actually ·covered with ivy!
This new development, while attractive beyond the singing
of it, nevertheless gives rise to certain hazards. For instance,
peoJ~lc keep trying to plant Y.OU on Arbor Day. Indeed, this is
precisely what happened to two SAE's of my ucquaintance,
Walter R. Gurlush and Fred Rusp. Before they could pl'otcst,
they were snatched up, planted, limed, and watered, and today
they support u hammock in Cut and Shoot, Vermont.

1

French Cl11b Sponsors
Da11cing Lessons For XU

Court Set

.............

TUXEDO
RENTAL

*

LANDEN, LTD.

Let ue now di11cuss shirts. Again this year the campus favorite
is the good old Oxford with button-down collar and barrel
cuffs. This is without doubt an arlmirable garment, but let me
nsk you a question: if you don't wear anything but Oxfords,
what do you do with nil the cuff links people have been giving
you for your birthday since you were twelve years old?
Well sir, some fellows have their wrists pierced, but what E.
Mackenzie Sigafoos, a Chi Psi of my acquaintance, did wns to
t.ake 11 dozen pairs of his handsome gold monogrammed cuff
links and string them together in a charm bracelet for his girl,
Jo-Carol Isobar.
·
·· - (It turned out, incidentally, to be a mistake. In short order
so many admirers accrued to Jo-Carol on account of her gorgeous bracelet that she grew tired of plain old E. Mackenzie,
and one night when she was seated on u bench in J,overs Lane
throwing sticks for E. Mackenzie to retrieve, she suddenly,
cruelly, without warning, told him they were through.

"I nm heartbroken,'' said E. Mackenzie, heartbroken. "But
if go you must, give me back my charm bracelet."
"No, I will keep it," said Jo-Carol.
"What for?" said E .. Mackenzie. "You can't wear it. The
initials on the cuff links are nil mine-E.M.S."

"Ha, ha, the joke is on you," said Jo-Carol. "Yesterday I
voted Miss Chinese Restaurant of 1958."

Wll8

"So?" said E. Mackenzie.
"So," replied Jo-Carol, "E.M.S. does not stand for E. Mackenzie Sigafoos. It stands for Eat More Subgum!"

A broken man, E. Mackenzie today squeezes out a meagre
living us a pendulum in Cleveland. Jo-Carol was killed in a
tong war.)
But I digress. We were talking about well-dressed men, and the
one essential for every well-dressed man-and every wcll-clrcssed
woman too-is a well-dressed cigarette-neut, compact, Huvorful, and correct for work or play, sunshine or shower, repose.or
revelry, darkness or.light. And where docs one find i;uch u perfect companion? ,Just go to any tobacco counter and ask for
.Philip Morris. Ask for it in long size or regular. Ask for it in
soft puck or hard. But ask for it; that's the importnnt thing.
Don't just stnnd there making cryptic gestures at your tobacconist. He may be armed.
@ ma Maa Sbulmu

• • •
Those of you who favor filters, tr11 a filter that roill faDOr
11011-Marlboro, made by the ma~era of Pliilip lJlorria, who
brin111ou tliia column throu11hout the acliool 11ear.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllf
SPRING SEMESTER 1959
IN VIENNA: $1195
Spend 5~ montht In Europe. Attend the Engllth•
tought coun11 at the Unlvtrtlly of Vl1nne1. Tre1v1I
an 3 lnt19rat1d Study Tourt through I countrltt
of Europe. Stud1nt1 live In Auttrlon hom11. Price.
lncludtt oc1on trantportotlon, room, board, tul·
tlon and travel. Group tollt Feb. 10, 1959, ·an
·
the Ryndom.
Ap11llce1tle1n dtodlin1: December 10, 1951
Write today for fret brochure.

INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN STUDIES
H EAST WACKH DRIVI

•

CHICAGO I, IL&.
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Evening College Editorial
by Jim Vorwoldt ·

JINGLE BELLS
Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! You've less than 40 days until
Christmas. Run out now and take your bank account. Now
is the time for you to spend your ear11ings on all our wonderful
goo~s •. Yes, fr~ends, the Christmas shopping season ls once
ng8ln m our midst. Even though we have as yet to witness the
Thanksgiving holidays, .the large department stores have
already decorated their shops for Christmas.
Modern man, or should we say the Madison Avenue adm~~· has acco~plished a great. feat; he has turned a purely
spmtual feast mto a commercial orgy. The so sophisticated
greeting cards of today display no vestige of the true Christmas theme. A slogan as "Peace on earth; Goodwill to Mice,"
underneath a picture of a Disney-type mouse, hardly brings
to mind either a religious thought or a traditional non-religious
thought.
On and on pass the almost sacrilegious commercial
schemes and promotions. Even in church goods there is a trend
to cheapen the material. Many plastic and plaster Nativity sets
are not worth the money to create them, let alone using them
to signify the sacred event.
Yet mass America seems not to object. It is content
with being led by the dollar-minded business man who figures
the birth of Christ in terms of his company's total sales output.
Thus, the result is that Junior stands in the heap of his gifts
on Christmas morn and asks, while Mom and Dad swallow
.their very high-octane eggnog, "Is this all?"
This is not a sermon to put Christ back into Christmas,
but a reflection on the American scene. We, who do so little
for the grown Christ, have not enough love to honor the
Divine Christ-child.

VARSITY SHOP

~

~

SECOND FLOOlt

Authentic
Varsity Styling In
McGREGOR CASUAL WEAR

The Night Side of The News
New Faces In Evening College Survey Slioivs
Employers Consider Personality
The Downtown
by Jerry Lohmueller
End Of Xavier employers
Employers seem to think that
Recently, a number of leading
were approached and when a person fails a job, it is

New Jay faculty members who
have introduced themselves to
Evening College students this
semester are the following:
Mr. John Gruenenfelder, •1Phllosophlcal Psychology."
r.,. ....,,,_,,..,.:.,·,,r"··::''>I
Mr. Gr u e '''·
· "1,_;);·1;.\.~ nenfelder holds
a Bachelor of
Electrical E n gineering from
the University
of Minnesota
and two mast e r s degrees
from the University of
Gruenenfelder Notre D a m e ·
He is married and . is the father of five
children.
Dr. Vytautas J. Bleliauskas,
"General Psychology."
A native of
Lithuania, Dr.
Bieliauskas has
studied at the
European universities of Munich and Tuebingen. He was
assistant professor of clinical and applied
psychology a t
Blellauskas
the College of
William and Mary. He is the
father of four children. (Ed.
Note: Dr. Bieliauskas was the
subject of an interview for this
page on October 3, 1958).
Mr. William E. Smith, ••1ntroductory ·Accountlnr."
Mr. Smith
holds the Bachelor of Science
in Business Adm i n i stra.tion
and the .Master
of Business Ad·
m i n i st ration.
He once served
as business
manager for
the Xavier
Smith
University
News. Avocationally, Mr. Smith
officiates many sports · 011 both
the high school and college level.
Mr. Charles J. Austin, "Calculus I."
Mr. A us tin
received his
Bachelor of Sci-·
ence degree
cum laude
from Xavier
University. He
is presently
employed by
Procter and
Gamble Company as a con,.Austin
puter programmer. He is the father of two
children.
Mr. Joseph P. Ebacher, "Elem•
entary French."
The father of six children, Mr.
Ebacher holds two masters de·
grees, sociology and French, from
Boston College.

Shaggy Crew Neck Sweater 7.95
A campus favorite. A blend of lamb's
wool orion and. alpaca fashioned into a
hand some sweater. Sizes 36 to .42.
1

(labeled according to Wool I.abebng Act)

Corded Cotton Slacks 7.95
Omega Cloth corded cotton 5lacks,
warmer than Khakis but just as durable.
Tapered legs. Sizes 28 to 36.
VARSITY SHOP e SECOND FLOOR
C1rew Tower Store Only

ITALIAN AND AMBRICAN
FOOD

HSI MONTGOIDB'I' D.
I Mlnata l'Nm X.'91er

cone

BIHk Boatll of

Dm>

,.,,... 1-••

asked the question, "What do you due not to a lack of skill, but
look for in a prospective em- rather to a defect in his or her
ployee?" Though the answers character and personality. Most
were varied, they highlighted one desirable was the person who
basic fact; that Is that business has self confidence in his ability
should also
is not composed of only machines to do the work.
and money, but mainly of per- be courteous, punctual, well
groomed, competent, reliable and
5ons.
People are varied; they are co-operative. Then too, he must
different in ..personality, skill, be eager to accept new duties
education, and physical appear- and responsibilities, to underences. The main factor expressed stand and follow instructions, and
by many of those interviewed to accept constructive criticism
was the capacity and desire for in an appreciative manner.
Employers want persons who
a position. As positions are different, so too are the various want to learn all the facts of
educational backgrounds that are the business. The willingness and
needed to fill the capacity of the resourcefulness, and i n t e re s t
should be coupled with enthusdesired position.
The next question was, "After iasm. The employers state that
sufficient ability for the position they can detect if a person has
is determined, what would be the or has not these qualities· in a
deciding factor?" There was an very short time.
'Ibey concur that the decision
universal answer: "Personality
for the right man in the right
and attitude.''
When an individual holds a position Is mad• in favor of the
job, he brings his skills, training person possessing the most beneand .past beneficial experiences ficial traits; in other words, one
to that job; however, he also who has a high degree of integbrings himself-personality and rity in personality, attitude, and
character.
character.

He

E.C.
Narnes New
Clieerleaders
by Maryhelen Cannon
There are several bouquets co
be tossed this week, and ·the first
one goes to the Square Dance
committee who performed a tremendous job of decorating and
planning the dance held last
Saturday evenin·g.
The highlight of the evening
was the announcement of the
two new cheerleaders, Marilyn
Marrs and Mary Lee Loeb who
will join the squad for the bas·
ketball season. Congratulations,
girls!
The overwhelming suggestion
that we have square dances more
often is being .pondered by the
officers.
The other .bouquets -go to our
behind-the-scenes, hard ...working
committees; first, to the members
of the publicity committee for
their effective and colorful posters, and secondly, to the members of the telephone committee
who kept their index fingers busy
reminding the members of the
XILES about the dance. The
"guaranteed" good time for all
WAS HAD by all!
The next Item on the XILES
agenda is the Married Students
Dance on Nov. 2'1. More about
that later.

B1a•ri11'1
Phar•••Y
The Drug Store Closed To
Xavier Unive,.sitv
MEirose 1-3708
3611 Montgomery Road

Vets Plan
January Dance
by Bob Brady
The Vets' Club, organized less
than six years ago, has become
a prominent figure on campus.
The Vets launched one successful dance already this year, and
are planning another for next
January.
Jerry Amend, Air Foree veteran and this year's toastmaster,
bas been doing a fine job, together with the other officers,
which Include secretary Bob Carr,
treasurer Paul Wedding, commit·
tee chairman Bob Burkett, aml
guard at arms Ken Boehn.
Under the guidance of Father
Allen, new moderator due to
Father Cheyhal's recent departure, the Vets' Club tries to help
the vets with problems concerning benefits, studies, schedules
and many other difficulties.
·Besides putting out two majordances each semester, th~ club
sponsors several picnics, and also
has been donating its services to
the orphans at St. Aloysius Or·
phanage.
A group retreat is held each
year and a Mass offered for deceased veterans.
. .11•111•111•111•11•rn•1111•1111•111•1111•1111
Club Funds L 0 W?
Get the Gang Together and G 0 !

ICE SKATING
at

CINCINNATI 'GARDEN
Group rates & Fund raising ldeas
are available.
Phone RE 1-8300
-11•m•111•n•n•111•11•111•111•n•1111 ·

Two Mighty Good Men To Know
22 Yean Experience
MUFFLERS
I RAKES
INSTALLED FREE ·-RELINED

CAI-LIFE
GUARANTEE

$17.50
AND UP

MUFFLER MAN-THE-BRAKE MAN
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
"World's Fint Specialized Muffler And Brake Service"
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(Continued from Page ll
of Placement is the actual finding of jobs, the Guidance center's
main interest is determining
what kind of job is best for each
student in virtue of his aptitudes,
which is determined by a battery
of .tests.
The wise student will make
full use of Xavier's Guidance
and Placement center in Hinkle
Hall both in determining a field
of endeavor and securing a position in that field.

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3616 !Wontgonaery Road
EVANSTON
One Block Soatb of Dana
A Few Blocks Nor&b
Of The Dol'llll
Bachelor Service
Fluff Dry Bundles
f DOUR SERVICE

"Requiem for Art Tatum" that
is the modern equivalent of the
Dixieland funeral marches still
played in New Orleans. Among
the other numbers, Peiffer's
treatment of the worn "Lullaby

Music Stand

Harry 'tire Mick'

Placement

(Continued from Page 5)
later set the Orange Bowl passing record with nine completions
in twelve attempts.
Graduating in 1943 with a B.S.
ct'egree in Education, Connolly
served for three years in the
Navy. After his pro career was
halted in 1947 by an injury, Mick
became chief scout for the Brooklyn Dodgers.
Produced Two All-Americans
Connolly's first head coaching
job was at Notre Dame High in
West Haven, Conn. in 1948, where
his- team compiled a 5-4 mark.
The following year he was
selected as coach of Aquinas Institute in Rochester, N.Y., and he
proved his selectors right by
posting a 22-3 record for thtee
years.
Aquinas sent 36 players to the
collegiate r:mks during those
three years, with two (Don Hollender of Army and Frank Varrichione of Notre Dame) making
All-American in 1954.
Coach of the Year
Connolly joined Bernie Crimmins as backfield coach at Indiana in 1952 and served three
years before coming here. In his
first season here he produced a
7-2 record and gained All-Cath ..
olic Coach of the Year honors.

(Continued from Page 2)
PLATTER PICKS:

"Hip Harp," a Prestige LP
featuring Dorothy Ashby on
harp and Frank Wess on flute,
is a fine' example of the popular
jazz, which has helped raise the
level of American music whenever it can displace rock 'n roll.
This album makes no great pretenses; it is a pleasant, listenable
set of four ballads and three
original iblues. Wess carries the
solo load ably, especially on the
"Moonight in Vermont" cut; Miss
Ashby adds a swinging, guitarlike line to the expected harp
effects. The result is forty minutes of quiet jazz which is recommended listening.
The pianistic genius of Art
Tatum has influenced many modern pianists, perhaps none so much
as a young Frenchman named
Bernard Peiffer. In his Decca
album "The Astounding Bernard
Peiffer" he shows the same
technical facility that marked
Tatum's playing and adds enough
emotion of his own to make this
a very exciting disc. The tunes
are the same ones Peiffer played
at his immensly successful Newport E'estival appearance; added
is a mournful, dirge-like solo

of Birdland" in three sectionsprelude, fugue, and trio-is outstanding. For those who like
]azz piano, this album as an
introduction to Bernard Peiffer
is a must.

Too Important To Forget-

Cheerless leader

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential

Not a "rah rah" left in him! He's just
discovered there's no more Coke. And
a cheer leader without Coke is as sad
as a soap opera. To put the sparkle
back in his eye-somebody!bring him a sparkling cold Coca-Cola!

in every student's diet.

H. MIIJ,ER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

WOodburn 1-2474

Chill & Spagbettl,
Coney Islands - 2 for 25¢
Witb Beans, Cheese and Onions

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING WORKS COMPANY
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Would you turn down an unusual
opportunity if it would alter a
preconceived plan for the future?

~-· ~~

TODAY

•
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1

(sEEWHArrH1srEsrrELLs)
YOUABOUTYOURSELF/:/:

Do you instinctively feel a qualm
when you walk under a ladder?

vEsONoD

When introduced to important people,.
do you act a role which is-·quite
different from the real you?

YESONoO

If someone wanted to hypnotize you,
would you refuse to let him try?

vEsONoD

Would you feel that you should leave
a formal affair if you found you
were wearing clothes that were
different from everybody else's?

v•sONoO

~-b

Do you feel your education would
suffer if books and notes were
allowed at examinations?

VESD NOD

Do you think that a public official
should do what the voters want him
to do, even though he personally may
feel it is wrong?

vESDNoO

Can you honestly say you enjoy
a game or sport as much whether
you win or lose?

~
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VESD NOD

Do you let other people tell
you what filter cigarette is
best for you, rather than
making up your own mind?

-.

~l>

'

~\
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v~sONoO

The fact is, men and women who make up
their own minds-who think for themselves
-usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know only VICEROY
has a thinking man's filter and a smoking
man's taste.
•1r you have answered "NO!" to six or the
above questions-you arc a man who thinks
for himself!
<O I o~s. Dro#n 4 Wllllom1on Tobo<oo Corp.

The Man Who Thi.nks for Hims~lf Knows -

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER,., A SMOKING MAN'S TASTEI

